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Left alone with the Misfit the Grandmother attempts to talk him out of killing her. She was a warmly receptive
person who maintained her sharp sense of humor despite poor health. Flannery O'Connor's undoubted
sympathy for the Misfit in his situation is well covered by a few lines in another letter she wrote to Hester.
This grace she has received and then imparted has come to her through the violence of the day. The two young
men take Bailey and his son into the woods, and shots are heard. The grandmother's life would have to be
threatened every day for her to become a good person. The song is written in the first person from the point of
view of The Misfit. Other opinions include that it is contradictory of her character or that she was simply again
trying to save herself and that her selfishness was never overcome throughout the story. This is exactly what is
able to happen with the grandmother because during her moment of epiphany, as short as it is, she is shown
how she truly is by the Misfit and submits to Christ. She is no longer angling to survive her encounter, but has
simply arrived, with the swift ineluctable mystery of a miracle, at a state where love and soulful connection
transcend all obstacles, even that fatal distance between murderer and victim. She argues that his children,
John Wesley and June Star, have never been to East Tennessee, and she shows him a news article in the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution about an escaped murderer who calls himself "The Misfit" and was last seen in
Florida. Not a soul in Jerusalem in the times of Jesus would have predicted that grace would come from a
nobody who is the son of a carpenter. He immediately confirms this, saying it would have been better for them
all if she had not recognized him, and Bailey curses his mother. As they drive down a rough dirt road, the
grandmother suddenly realizes that the house she is remembering is in Tennessee, not Georgia. He orders his
fellow escapees to systematically murder the entire family and he personally shoots the grandmother multiple
times after their conversation. Born Mary Flannery OConnor in Savannah in , she spent a serene childhood
there, although a series of displacements lay ahead in her growing years. He thrown everything off balance.
She thinks of herself as superior because she able to maintain her precious standards, however, she is actually
extremely hypocritical. During the car ride, they are very rowdy and disrespectful to their grandmother. As he
drives them down a remote dirt road, the grandmother suddenly realizes that the house she was thinking of
was actually in Tennessee, not Georgia. After all, there is no right and no wrong to him so he sees no reason to
spare her life. Worner, Ted. He crashes their car on a family trip to Florida when he gives in to his mother's
and children's wishes to visit an old plantation. One early example of this is when they first get in the car and
John Wesley exclaims how he Harvey2. Dantesque: from Dante Alighieri  These doubts lead the Misfit to see
no right or wrong in life, and also because of this he sees no point to life. But standing there among the other
criminals, a spark of goodness was planted. O'Connor writes: In case of an accident, anyone seeing her dead
on the highway would know at once that she was a lady. Literature Resource Center. Few have stared at that
long enough to accept the fact that its face too is grotesque, that in us the good is something under
construction. Christians believe the imperfect can be reborn spiritually, i. She claims to be a lady and have
such southern ways, that she feels are superior also. Since the Misfit sees no point to life and sees no right and
wrong he obviously shoots her. However, as none of the characters are likable, the story is more about testing
our own ideas of grace and redemption, rather than looking for guilt in either of the protagonists. A second
opinion on the issue is that the grandmother's final act was not an act of charity and that she is yet again trying
to save herself from being murdered. Any subject. The men then return to take the children's mother, the baby,
and June Star to the woods for the same purpose as Bailey and the boy. She had touched a raw nerve and
reminded the Misfit of his kinship and, by inference, his duty to all other human beings. Bailey finds her
sitting in the car, dressed in her best clothes and an ostentatious hat; if she should die in an accident along the
road, she wants people to see her corpse and know she was refined and "a lady.


